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Context: Gaseous fuels in a cost-effective net zero pathway 
for EU 27

Source: COM (2020), Climate Target Plan Impact Assessment Source: McKinsey 2020 
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Total consumption of gases and of gases in buildings in EC MIX scenario
.



How much freedom for 1 Twh of renewable electricity ?  
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Source: Bellona 2022 



The blue hydrogen cost advantage is gone 
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Blending in gas grids is inefficient, costly and creates 
uncertainty in sectors that need hydrogen most

Source: IRENA, 2021
Note: This assumes a fossil gas price of 20 EUR/GJ and a hydrogen price of 3.7 EUR/kg
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A 20% hydrogen blend in the gas grid only achieves a GHG 
reduction of 7% while raising costs by 33%

Sources: AGORA own calculations based on AFRY (2021), COM (2020) Climate 
Target Plan Impact Assessment

The proposed 5 % blending share at interconnector creates 
investment uncertainty
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2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

The EU steel sector will need hydrogen as 2/3rds of blast 
furnaces reach end of life by 2030

Source Agora Energiewende 2021
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Expected lifetime of current EU Blast Furnace fleet

→ All currently operating EU blast
furnaces (except for one) will reach
their end-of-life before 2040.

→ Prioritisation of hydrogen for industry
as in RED II revision crucial

→ Otherwise risk of lock in of high GHG
technologies or loss of capacity to
outside EU

35.48 Mt (36%) 32.46 Mt (32%) 22.85 Mt (23%) 7.18 Mt (7%) 2.3 Mt (2%)

Capacity to be reinvested



Biogas is no silver bullet either. Limited sustainable biomass 
potentials require a focus on high-value uses 

Source: EC REPowerEU, Gas for Climate 2021, ICCT 2021 
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Biogas/methane supply and demand in EU-27
→ Only manure, waste (water) and 

residues guarantee sustainability. 
Food based biogas will lead to land 
use conflicts.

→ Biogas and methane:
Models suggest leakage rates for 
anaerobic digestion and gas 
compression of 1-2%.

What is needed:

→ Prioritising high value uses of biogas 
and biomethane, no general blending 
into the gas grid 

→ Exclude food-based biogas
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Thank you for your 
attention!

Questions or comments? Feel free to contact me:

Agora Energiewende
Rue du Commerce 31
1000 Brussels

www.agora-energiewende.de
info-brussels@agora-
energiewende.de www.twitter.com/AgoraEW

Please subscribe to our newsletter via
www.agora-energiewende.de

Michaela.holl@agora-Energiewende.de



Back-Up



Open questions at this point in time
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What is the risk/cost of an approach replacing gas by gas in the light of the new RU gas phase out objective? Is it still 
justified to treat renewables and fossil based hydrogen the same way? 

When does grey hydrogen have to be gone for RU gas phase out/decarbonisation? 

What levers to pull to make green hydrogen enter markets already in first half of this decade and deliver on the new 
green hydrogen ambition for 2030? 

What is “hydrogen ready”?  What is “low carbon” and can this definition come only in 2024 if gas is a scarce input now? 

By how much does each MS need to cut  fossil gas by 2030? How can the gas package support a higher pace and 
ambition for Fit for55 package? 

Do we need EU solidarity/common purchasing rules to share scarce LNG and non RU-gas within IEM in future? 

With blue hydrogen becoming unlikely, do infrastructure policies need adjustment (no more integrated gas and 
hydrogen planning)? How would repurposing of gas assets be operationalised without threatening gas supply (cf ACER 
review of 2021) 

What does the new heatpump target mean for the gas distribution grid sizing? What is the maximum network tariff 
allowed when a gas DSO is confronted with a shrinking customer base? 

What is the likely gas price effect of 50 bcm of LNG sourced from a tight global market? Do we need additional 
consumer protection in the light of long term higher gas prices e.g. no exception to cross subsidisation)? 

How much more methane leakage with additional biogas target? Where will the additional biogas come from if EU land 
is required in many MS also for LULUCF targets? Will we allow it to be grown in countries that feed the world at the 
moment? 



Policy should focus on no-regret applications 

11Agora Energiewende (2021)



Clear definitions using a lifecycle approach need to ensure 
that low-carbon gases are in fact lower-carbon than fossil gas

Source: Agora Energiewende & Guidehouse (2021), Bellona (2021)
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Lifecycle emissions of hydrogen production pathways What is needed:

→ Strict definition establishing a significant 
reduction of life cycle emissions (as used in EU 
Hydrogen Strategy) taking into account gas 
transmission distances and fugitive emissions

→ Carbon capture criteria: we propose 98% 
capture rate for process emissions in new 
facilities and >90% capture rates for retrofitted 
facilities built pre-2020

Current proposal:

→ No clear reference to life cycle emissions or 
carbon capture requirements

→ Framework does not guarantee H2 production 
life cycle emissions below direct consumption 
of unabated fossil gas

→ No consideration of fugitive emissions or gas 
transmission distances
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Publications on climate-neutrality, hydrogen and industry

12 Insights on 
Hydrogen

(forthcoming, 
18 Nov 2021)

Making renewable 
hydrogen cost-

competitive

No-regret hydrogen: 
Charting early steps 
for H₂ infrastructure 

in Europe

Towards a 
climate-neutral 

Germany by 2045

Breakthrough
Strategies for

Climate-Neutral
Industry in Europe
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the webinar
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